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Has the United States lost it´s basic principle of morality? Has the United States moved away

"We hold these truths to be self evident: that all men are created equal; that they are endowe

All Americans are created equal and that life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness is a righ
One of the unalienable rights given by our creator is the right to live our lives.

Our creato

Before presenting this first example, we need to have a clear definition of what morality is.

This first example has to do with Americans and their relationship with their automobiles. Yes

The American obsession with the sport utility vehicle is one I still do not understand. One ba

The American car companies for many years pushed the SUV on the American public, and now these
On the other hand, Toyota and Honda, companies which have put fuel efficient hybrids out into

Driving an SUV when it really is not necessary is an example of overindulgence in the United S

Our society has been through a period of excess and over indulgence but changes, hopefully, ar

Giving does not have to be monetary, it can be in other forms, such as giving time or knowledg

Another example of the immorality prevalent within our society is displayed by the films which

Creativity is basically gone from Hollywood and many of the movies coming out today are remake

Is our society spiraling downward into the oblivion of lost hope? I believe not. More and more

Another sign of hope that Americans may be moving away from the mind set of excess and non-giv
This lack of giving is not really due to Americans not willing to give, but rather due to the

The point is this. Giving on a continuous basis, produces feelings of long term happiness. For

Artificial symbols such as what type of car you drive, how fancy your clothing is, or how many
Albert Einstein once said ˆ the value of a man resides in what he gives and not in what he is

Einstein had it right in that happiness does not come from what you hold, but really from what
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